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Position Name

President Pritish Wadhwa

Treasurer Gitansh Satija

Head of Communications Daksh Laur

Clubs Coordinator 
Shubham Rao and Neev

Swarnakar

Mess Coordinator
Jayan Pahuja and Rishit

Saharan

Hostel Coordinator Anuj Yadav

DAC Sambhav Jain

Well Being Coordinator Ayush Kumar Singh

Alumni Coordinator Samarth Raina

Student Council‘22-23 
Elections were conducted for the upcoming Student
Council '2022-23 on 5th June. The elected
members conducted an internal election on 20th
June for  positions within the Student Council.



Saksham Gupta Abhijay Tiwari

Tanuj Rana Aman Ranjan

Rishit Saharan Manan Chugh

Ritesh Panwar Digvijay

Mudit Gupta Khyati Patni

Ujjwal Rastogi Shashank Rustagi

Chirag Madaan Sagnik Chatterjee

Ayush Tiwari Sayantan Roy

Aditya Girdhar Alok Anand

Yash Yadav Bushra Ansari

Nalish Shyama Sastha K S

Other Members : 



International Yoga DaY
IIIT Delhi hosted a majestic Yoga session on International Day of
Yoga on June 21st, 2022. Yoga is aptly said to be the journey of
the self, through the self, to the self - something much needed by
high-performance people who often forget to take time for
themselves. A video blogging contest was also organised, with
participants uploading their Yoga videos on the IIIT Delhi
Facebook page with #YOGAatIIITD2022. The Office of Student
Affairs looks forward to gracing the campus with more such
extraordinary events.



Time Management &
Handling Procrastination

It is rightly said, "Time and tide wait for none". Time
management plays a very significant role in a person's life yet it is
a very common concern with which most individuals struggle on a
daily basis. Well, the answer to this riddle is what was covered in
the recent Workshop titled 'Time management and handling
procrastination' by Ms Priyanka Marchanda
(Organizational Psychologist), organized by Well-being Cell at
lIIT-Delhi in collaboration with YourDost on June 6th.



New Amenities  Added

4 Haier Washing Machines were purchased
1 LED TV was purchased for the Canteen
1 Refrigerator has been purchased for each PhD students 
AC was installed in the Music Room
2 Pop-Up Toaster for Mess were purchased.
12 Skipping Ropes were purchased.
4 Pieces of heavy duty mats were purchased.
Purchase of 5 kg, 7.5 kg, and 10 kg Dumbbell (2 pair each).

 Items added in the institute for student welfare:



CLUB EVENTS
Code Acrostic  

By IEEE 

IEEE IIITD conducted an event named Code Acrostic, where
they had to write a working piece of code that is also an acrostic,
which means that the first letter of each line of their code, when
combined, forms a message. At the same time, they had to
make sure that their code is syntactically correct, runs,  and
produces an interesting output.



Journal Cover Design Competition
By Enactus x Design Hub

A Well-Being Adda of Enactus IIITD in collaboration with
DesignHub conducted Journal Cover Design Competition, where
students had to design the cover page of their upcoming Journal.
The winners got cash prizes and were tagged in their journal
whenever it launched. Once launched the journal will reach
thousands of people and that’s a perk in itself



The 65th Square Club conducted Chess Blitz Tournament on
18th June 2022 on the Lichess platform, where the participants
played chess in the swiss format. Category-wise cash prizes were
provided to the winners

Chess Blitz Event
65th Square Club



Diversity and Inclusivity Quiz
by Trivialis x GirlUp Udaan

On the occasion of Pride Month, GirlUp Udaan in
collaboration with Trivialis held the Diversity and Inclusivity
Quiz on the 20th of June. Along with celebrating pride, we
also celebrating the abolition of slavery, on Juneteenth, the
Black Music Month, World Refugee Day, and the Race Unity
Day. The questions ranged from the Stonewall Protests to
Black History to Representation in Mythology. Everyone who
showed up on the event day even received chocolates.



Machaan Play Visit

Machaan came back with the Play Visit. This time they gave
the members not one, not two, but three beautiful plays for
them to choose from. After the voting, The Suicide was
selected for the play visit on 26 June at LTG auditorium, CP.
This was Machaan’s first offline play visit after covid 19, it
was a great way to get the members to know each other, and
it was an exhilarating experience for all the members!



LDA organised the
Anime Karaoke Evening

on the 22nd of June.
The students were free
to choose any Anime
song or a song from

their favourite TV show
that could either be an
intro or outro music.

Anime Karaoke Evening
by LDA



Sensory Pathways
by Enactus

Well-Being Adda, the social initiative under Enactus IIIT-Delhi
had set up a Sensory Pathway-Raah on Ground Floor, of Lecture
Hall Complex. 
Based on Sensory Integration Therapy, Occupational Therapy,
Sensory pathways are specially designed tracks for children
prepared as a tool to help develop the Sensorimotor and
cognitive skills of a child and reduce their off-task behaviours,
increase concentration and act as a great medium of learning and
exercise. 
The pathway set up on our campus was also one of our official
entries into the Enactus National Competition



Women In Tech

Women In Tech brought us a session on the Placement and
Internship cycle, where students could ask all their doubts from
IIITD's students with internships and full-time offers from some
dream companies. That session provided essential tips and tricks
to help the students excel in this year's session and, most
importantly, learn about their first-hand experiences!
For that session, they had on-board four amazing people with
numerous achievements and offered at prestigious companies like
Microsoft, Google, DE Shaw, and Qualcomm.



BitCode
by ACM

ACM IIITD hosted an exhilarating team event named BitCode, a
blend of coding and an auction, where students had to stir things
up with a limited budget for each team. So, being good at coding
was not the only thing that proves your skills, the team had to be
good at money efficiency too, teaching the students how much it
takes to be a programmer. There were exciting cash prices for
the winners.



PhotoShoot
by Muse

Muse the fashion society of IIITD conducted a photoshoot on
Indian Culture and simplicity with ethic looks.
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